Call for Papers

The Journal of Digital Forensics, Security and Law is now calling for papers in, or related to, the following areas:

1) Digital Forensics Curriculum
2) Cyber Law Curriculum
3) Information Assurance Curriculum
4) Digital Forensics Teaching Methods
5) Cyber Law Teaching Methods
6) Information Assurance Teaching Methods
7) Digital Forensics Case Studies
8) Cyber Law Case Studies
9) Information Assurance Case Studies
10) Digital Forensics and Information Technology
11) Law and Information Technology
12) Information Assurance and Information Technology

To be considered for inclusion in the 4th issue of the 2008 volume of the Journal of Digital Forensics, Security and Law, manuscripts should be submitted prior to midnight November 1st, 2008.

Call for Papers for Special Issue on Digital Forensic Accounting

The purpose of the special issue is to contribute to the discussion and understanding of the current status and perspectives between accounting and digital forensics. Digital topics are considered in their widest sense.

Prospective authors are invited to submit regular research papers, cases, or position papers. The latter should present novel ideas at an early stage of development or share future vision. Suggested topics include digital topics in accounting instruction, descriptions of accounting frauds where new digital forensic techniques are used in uncovering or prosecuting the fraudsters, or descriptions of the issues of how digital forensic accounting evidence are used in prosecuting a case. Wider strategic papers that provide understandings of how the accounting profession is or is not using digital evidence are welcome.

To be considered for inclusion in this special issue of the journal, manuscripts should be received no later than March 9, 2009.

Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the journal's manuscript submission and tracking system at: http://www.jdfsl.org/submission.asp or manuscripts may be electronically submitted to the special issue editor, G. Stevenson Smith, at sgsmith@se.edu.
Guide for Submission of Manuscripts

All manuscripts should be word-processed (letter or correspondence-quality font). If the paper has been presented previously at a conference or other professional meeting, this fact, the date, and the sponsoring organization should be given in a footnote on the first page. Funding sources should be acknowledged in the "Acknowledgements" section. Articles published in or under consideration for other journals should not be submitted. Enhanced versions of book chapters can be considered. Authors need to seek permission from the book publishers for such publications. Papers awaiting presentation or already presented at conferences must be significantly revised (ideally, taking advantage of feedback received at the conference) in order to receive any consideration.

Manuscripts should be submitted through the JDFSL online system in Word format using the following link: http://www.jdfsl.org/submission.asp.

Manuscripts may also be submitted to the editor in Word format as well. The editor of the JDFSL, Dr. Glenn S. Dardick, may be reached via email at editor@jdfsl.org.

The copyright of all material published in JDFSL is held by the Association of Digital Forensics, Security and Law (ADFSL). The author must complete and return the copyright agreement before publication. The copyright agreement may be found at http://www.jdfsl.org/copyrighttransfer.pdf.

Additional information regarding the format of submissions may be found on the JDFSL website at http://www.jdfsl.org/authorinstructions.htm.
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